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J A N U A R Y  21, 2015 ♦ SINCE 1887 “SPERA IN D E O ”
M o o r e  delivers impressive M L K  speech
Dr. Moore presents “The Face of America is Changing. Are We Ready?
m _ mm . m t* n i rr A XYT^ D  l_ _ ,1 . .1* ...Alek Molenaar
Campus News Co-Editor
/
P hoto by A lek M olenaar
DR. M O O R E —  Dr. Eddie 
Moore Jr. focused on prepar­
ing for a changing world and 
how the Hope student body 
can be prepared to interact 
with people of all races and 
backgrounds. Moore was a 
very powerful speaker and re­
ceived a standing ovation.
President Knapp opened 
Hope College’s Martin Luther 
King Jr. celebration with three 
key topics. That our world is 
changing, that our education in­
volves all people from different 
backgrounds and that through 
Christ all students deserve love 
and respect.
Louise McDonald of the eve­
ning sponsor, promoted that the 
company will support “inspiring 
designs to help people do great 
things.”
Hope’s Gospel Choir sang 
two songs, including “Lift Every 
Voice and Sing” and “Woke Up 
This Morning.” Vanessa Greene, 
the Director of the Office of 
Multicultural Education, spoke 
on the beginnings of the Civil 
Rights movement and that the 
fight for equality and social jus­
tice was not over.
Amber Baker, the President 
of Hope’s Black Student Union 
introduced the keynote speaker 
Dr. Eddie Moore Jr. His speech, 
“The Face of America is Chang­
ing. Are We Ready?” began 
with his upbringing in Florida 
and how his mother essentially 
made him leave for a better life, 
pursuing education in Iowa and 
New York.
6 6 -----------------
For those people, 
some pancakes you 
just can’t flip over
D r . E ddie M o o r e Jr .
“I have come here today with 
mixed emotions." Moore said. 
He said that he was experienc­
ing three emotions about this 
day all at the same time. The first 
was that he was excited. He has 
seen progressive movement in 
the United States as that he is a 
free and healthy African Ameri­
can man.
His second emotion was 
frustration. He wanted the au­
dience to feel this emotion, as
there were still many civil prob­
lems in America. “There are so 
many widening gaps,” he said. 
“Education, employment, health 
care, incarceration, technology, 
home ownership are all widen­
ing gaps." He was frustrated be­
cause every step forward meant 
two steps back in all of these 
gaps.
His last emotion was just 
madness. Moore is mad about 
how there are still people liv­
ing in the 1950s when everyone 
needs to adapt to 2015.
He simply said, “For those 
people, some pancakes you just 
can’t flip over.” He then switched 
to the topic of Hope’s education, 
making the point that we all 
need to be in tune with what is 
happening around us, that we as 
a student body need to be ready 
to move out into the real world 
and interact with people who 
are different from ourselves.
“There is competence, and 
then there is confidence,” he 
said. Moore explained that
competence is only being able 
to interact with people on a su­
perficial level, but with an open 
mind we are able to navigate our 
changing world and be comfort­
able with whomever we work 
with or interact with. '
Moore finally explained that 
there were two types of change 
people needed to identify: new 
and old. With new change it is 
something we cannot see com­
ing but meet it and adapt with it. 
Moore made a point of the im­
portance of the second type of 
change, old. Old change is tak­
ing things we knew and adapt­
ing them to the ever changing 
world around us. Moore stated 
that humans need to leave their 
old habits in order to leave room 
for what society is throwing at 
us.
Moore left the audience with 
a final piece about the laws of 
life, liberty and pursuit of hap­
piness, which is given to all 
citizens, “Are we fulfilling the 
promise to our citizens?”he said.
It’s G.O. time for prospective greeks
Greek Orientation sees its second trial, Greeks adapt
Duncan MacLean
Campus News Co-Editor
The spring semester at 
Hope brings about change all 
over campus. Students and 
professors begin a new set of 
classes, temperatures drop into 
inconceivably low numbers and 
lake effect snow dooms forgotten 
bikes to bent frames and rusted 
chains come spring. For many 
students at Hope college there is 
one solace from the bitter Great 
Lakes winter; the opportunity 
to join one of Hope’s 16 Greek 
organizations.
Rush season began shortly 
after returning from Christmas 
break and now is in full swing. 
Eight Fraternities and eight 
Sororities accept new members 
every January through the rush 
and new Greek Orientation 
process, each with their own 
rich history and long standing 
traditions. The oldest of each, 
the Fraternal Society (OKE) and 
the Sorosis Society (EE), have 
been building their traditions 
for well over 100 years, since
1834 and 1894 respectively. It 
is easy to say that Greek life has 
carved out a permanent niche at 
Hope College.
The mission statement of 
Hope Greek Life reads:
“The mission of Greek Life 
is to enrich the lives of Hope 
students through faithful student 
leadership, academic and social 
accountability and commitment 
to service. We strive to foster 
holistic personal development 
and lifelong relationships and 
connections.”
The Hope administration 
has always overseen Greek 
Life using the Inter Fraternity 
Council (IFC), the PanHellenic 
Council and the Greek Judiciary 
Board. These councils make 
sure that the purposes of 
Greek Life and the mission 
statement of Hope College 
work together in a manner that 
enhances both. However, in 
recent years the Greek system 
has come under heavy fire 
from a new administration and 
fresh regulations. The Rush 
and Pledge process has seen
large modifications, including 
a re-branding. The new system 
of Rush, followed by G.O. 
(Greek Orientation) for new 
members, has ushered in a 
more accepting and less intense 
process for potential members 
of organizations. While the 
college sees these changes as a 
positive step to including more 
students in an exclusive society 
and integrating Greek Life into 
the rest of campus, the members 
of Greek Life have found a few 
problems.
The goal of the pledge process 
has always been "getting to know 
each girl or guy on a deeper level 
and gaining appreciation for the 
organization whose roots stem so 
far back." Karissa Winkler (T6). 
In recent years Hope has placed 
limits on the time that potential 
members can be involved in the 
pledge process. The original 
two week unlimited process 
was first limited to 55 hours of 
pledge activity. For the 2014 
season the long standing format 
was changed entirely, spreading
« See Rush on page 2
S M I L E Y  S I G M A S —  Sigma Sigmas NMC 14 pledge class 
gets playful on photo day in front of the Sigma Sigma cottage
E M E R S O N I A N —  Long-standing Fraternity will accept their 
next round of actives this spring, following Greek Orientation
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Three Hope College history students 
will present u20th Century China and 
the Reformed Church in America” in 
the Herrick Roo m  in DeWitt Student 
Center. It will start at 4 p.m.
turday Jan. 24
C  Event: Movie
here will be two show times at 8 
p.m. and 10:30 p.m. at Winants 
Auditorium.
In  B rief
FRENCH FILM FESTIVAL
Hope College's department of 
modern and classical languages 
will show three French films on 
Thursday and Saturday Jan. 22 
and 24. The French Minister will 
run on Thursday at 7:30 p.m. 
It’s described as ‘an off-the wall’ 
comedy about French politics, 
If you haven’t gotten your dose 
of zany French politicians, head 
over to the Knick. France’s 
favorite kosher kitty will hit 
the Big screen on Eighth Street 
Saturday at 3:00 pm in “The 
Rabbi's Cat.” This animated film 
showcases a fantastic, take on 
early 20th century Judaism and 
feline feelings. Craving some 
family melodrama? “The Past” 
could satisfy your completely 
explainable craving. Follow 
the story of a Parisian family 
struck by divorce and touched 
by tragedy. Admission to each 
film will be four dollars for the 
general public, you can also 
purchase tickets in advance 
at the Anderson-Werkman 
Financial Center.
VISITING WRITER SERIES
Hope College is featuring 
Orlando Recardo Menes in 
its Jack Ridl Visiting Writers 
Series this week. There will be 
a question-and-answer session 
at 3:30 p.m. in the Fried- 
Hemmingway Auditorium 
• ; V; 4 c^fertha Miller and then 
a ^ j^ sentation at 7 p.m. in 
Winants Auditorium in Graves 
Hall. Menes, a Peruvian 
immigrant, is the author of 
many collections of poetry. 
“Fetish," “Furia” and “Rumba 
atop the Stones” are just a few 
examples of his work. “Heresies” 
is an upcoming work for Menes 
that will come out later this year. 
He has received multiple awards 
for this collections and many 
of his poems have appeared 
in anthologies and literary 
magazines. He has translated 
poems from Spanish for 
publication such as “My Heart 
Flooded with Water: Selected 
Poems by Alfonsina Storni.” He 
also is an associate professor at 
Notre Dame, teaching creative 
writing. Admission is free, and 
the general public is welcome.
♦ Rush, from page 1
out the fifty five hour limit over 
five weeks of Greek Orientation. 
“It hasn’t really affected any 
traditions that we have as a 
Fraternity fortunately^ ’ Sam 
Mcnulty, (T6) a member of the 
fraternal society noted. While 
the traditions have not been 
affected, Greeks still lament the 
changes.
“Some people think it is better 
because it helps the pledges time 
manage better and get all of their 
homework done. In my opinion, 
it really doesn’t help out a lot 
simply because the organizations 
are simply coming up with more 
things for the pledges to do...it’s 
ultimately more exhausting than 
the two-week period." Mcnulty 
said.
Active members also note 
that the extended five-week
period takes away a large chunk 
of time the pledges could be 
participating as active members 
in the organization.
The College has also laid 
down a comprehensive list 
of 23 rules regarding what is 
allowed during formal rush and 
Greek orientation, banning such 
activities such as kidnapping, 
events during class times, any 
form of hazing or the use of 
illicit substances during the 
entire process of recruiting new 
members. In addition to those 
23 guidelines, 34 sub-rules have 
been tacked on to define the act 
of hazing. Banning everything 
from nicknames and paddling 
to “reciting information, phrases 
or spiels with no useful or 
educational purpose." This list 
of rules can be found at Hope 
College’s Greek Life webpage.
This slate of regulations 
thus slashes the Hollywood 
stereotype of dangerous rush 
and pledge practices as seen in 
such classics as Animal House 
and Neighbors and leaves the 
definition of hazing quite broad. 
The goal of all of these changes 
is to provide new members with 
an easier less intense road to be 
accepted into their preferred 
organization.
Rush 2015 rolls on as planned 
under the new regulations. 
The second edition of G.O. will 
begin in a few short weeks and 
many hapless GDI freshmen 
will blossom into active 
Greek members. How they 
get there may have changed, 
but the history of these proud 
organizations seems in-tact and 
for now retains its long standing 
place on Hope’s campus._____
a Time to Serve opportunity 
for Hope College. Hope 
students went into the Holland 
community to volunteer their 
time to make a positive impact 
on the community. The students 
went to various location 
including: FUN preschool,
the Holland Area Restoration 
Center, the Holland Women’s 
Center and the Teen Parent 
Resource Center. Students 
served from 9 a.m. until noon 
this past Saturday. The program 
continues to be a success at 
Hope as more and more people 
become involved each time. 
The program, originally created 
for a hundred people, now has 
expanded to over three hundred 
people.
Winter Fantasia 
Returns to A m w a y
Alek Molenaar
Campus Co-Editor
Originally called the “Winter 
Carnival Dance” as early as 1964, 
Winter Fantasia has changed 
name and location over the years. 
Back in 1964 the dance was locat­
ed in Holland’s own Civic Center 
but has since moved to the Amway 
Grand plaza in the 1970’s. Due to 
last year’s terrible driving weather, 
2014’s Winter Fantasia stayed at 
home in Holland. In 2015, how­
ever, the delightful evening re­
turned to the Amway Grand Plaza 
in Grand Rapids, Michigan. The 
sights and sounds of the city and 
the beautiful Amway Grand were 
major highlights of the evening. 
The festivities began at 8:30 p.m. 
and went on until midnight. 620 
people attended the event, which 
was over one-hundred more than 
the previous year. Sam Starks (‘16), 
a member of Hope’s SAC, was in­
volved in the setup and produc­
tion of the night. “The atmosphere 
of the Amway Grand was perfect 
for the Gatsby theme. Sara Yockey 
(T5), Meg Ahlgrim (‘15) and Au­
drey Prins (T5) did a wonderful 
job with the decorations, which 
helped create the 20's vibe. The at­
mosphere also had the Hope com­
munity feel; dancing with friends 
and just being straight goof balls at 
times,” he said. One of the most re­
vered parts of the evening was the 
photo booth, which was a great at­
traction for the students.
"Overall, there is just no com­
parison between Hayworth and 
the Amway Grand. I think every­
one was just happy the weather be­
haved, and we were able to dance 
the night away in Grand Rapids." 
Starks said on the successfulness 
of the evening.
Hope Students reach out to Hol­
land community for M L K  Day
Alek Molenaar In honor of this past Monday’s
Campus Co-Editor Martin Luther King Jr. Day,
Volunteer Services organized
Photo by Elyse G ryniewicz
Photo by Elyse G ryniewicz
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Hope graduates win in US House race
Alex Bellca
Staff W riter
For a school of its size, Hope 
College seems to have a remark­
able number of graduates who 
go on to have illustrious and in­
fluential careers. In no place is 
this more evident than in Capi­
tol Hill, where two Hope gradu­
ates David Brat ('86), R-Virginia 
and US. Rep. John Moolenaar 
(’83), R-Midland were sworn in 
this month as members of the 
114th Congress. Although Hope 
graduates have served in Con­
gress- in the past, this is the first 
time when two will be serving 
concurrently. The two graduates 
have remarkably different career 
arcs that led them to positions 
within Congress’ Republican 
majority.
Rep. Brat graduated from 
Hope in 1986 with a bachelor 
degree in Business Adminis­
tration. After attending Princ­
eton Theological Seminary 
and American University, Brat 
earned a doctorate in economics 
in 1995. Since graduation, he has 
worked as an economics profes­
sor at Randolph-Macon College, 
a small liberal arts college in 
Ashland, Virginia, an institution 
with many similarities to Brat’s 
alma mater.
Before the 2013 election cy­
cle, Brat had a scant political ca­
reer, serving only in an appoint­
ed position on Virginia’s Board 
of Economic Advisors.
All that changed, however, 
when he defeated Eric Cantor, 
R-Virginia, then House Majority 
Leader, in a Republican prima­
ry. Brat, who espouses a belief 
in the free market and limited 
government, cast himself as a 
member of the conservative Tea 
Party to the right of the more 
mainstream Cantor.
“The only problem with the 
Republican principles is that
no one is following them. First 
one is the commitment to free 
markets— we don’t have any free 
markets in this country any­
more,” Brat told Fox News.
Brat’s pledge to uphold such 
principles led to a large pri­
mary victory despite being out 
spent 26 to 1, proof that spend­
ing alone does not win elec­
tions. During the first week of 
the legislative session, he again 
made headlines by joining a co­
alition of right-leaning Republi­
cans in a failed attempt to oust 
Speaker John Boehner.
Moolenaar’s path to Con­
gress was at least slightly more 
traditional. After graduating 
from Hope in 1983 with a degree 
in chemistry, Moolennar took a 
position at Dow Chemical in 
Midland, Michigan. He worked 
his way up from the local city 
council to the state legislature 
where he served three terms 
before being elected to a posi­
tion in the Michigan State Sen­
ate. U.S. Representative David 
Camp R-Midland announced 
his intention to retire last year 
and endorsed Moolenaar as his 
successor. Compared to Brat, 
Moolenaar seems to be a more 
moderate Republican.
“I think it is important that 
we as Republicans stay together 
and have a strong, conservative 
agenda that we put on the presi­
dent's desk and force him to 
choose how he wants to go,” he 
recently told the Midland Daily 
News.
With a Democratic President 
in the White House, the success 
of the Republicans’ new-found 
legislative agenda is far from 
certain. With two graduates 
serving on Capitol Hill, howev­
er, the 114th Congress is set up 
to be a successful one for Hope 
College. Let’s see how these two 
graduates can make a national 
impact.
Photo Courtesy of Associated Press
C O N G R E S S M A N  W I T H  FAMILY—  John Moolenaar and his family address a room full of 
people after winning Michigan’s 4th Congressional District shortly after mid-term elections.
Photo Courtesy of Associated Press
R E P  ELECT D A V E  B R A T  S W E A R S —  Dave Brat raises his hands as his wife Laura looks 
during the swearing-in ceremony with the Speaker of the Souse John Boehner in the Capitol.Five things to look forward to in 2 0 1 5
Shubham Sapkota
W orld Co-Editor
Who will enter the 2016 presi­
dential race?
-It is 2015, which means that 
soon enough political leaders are 
going to show their ambition to 
run for President of the United 
States. Elections are almost like 
horse races, and it would be in­
teresting to see which party will 
prevail in putting forth the best 
candidate.
What will actually happen in 
Ukraine?
-The Ukraine crisis has elon­
gated for way too long. The en­
tire world wants to see what 
will be the solution for a hostile 
Russia, while maintaining peace 
in Europe. While the European 
nations are reluctant of mak­
ing tough choices due to their 
dependency on oil, the United 
States has to yet again be a cru­
cial player in the scenario.
Is cybersecurity the new con­
cern for all of us?
-Somehow James Franco and 
Seth Rogen managed to stay on 
the front page of every newspa­
per for weeks due to their movie 
“The Interview.” In 2015, it will 
be fascinating to see how poli­
tics changes with this new threat 
of terrorism. North Korea al­
ready hacked into U.S. systems, 
and ISIS has claimed that they 
have the power to do so as well.
Will there be development for 
same-sex marriages across the 
United States?
-Recently we have seen great 
progress in several states em­
bracing same-sex marriages. 
Will this continue or will this 
come to a halt? Keep in mind 
that the Supreme Court has de­
cided to discuss this matter in 
the upcoming year.
Is Islamophobia on the rise 
again?
-The recent attacks in France 
have once again put Islam in 
the spotlight. Even though it
is the extremists causing these 
attacks, the general public are 
often swayed by the media to 
believe otherwise. At the same 
time, Muslims across the world 
are enraged on how depiction of 
their god is offensive.
How will relations with Cuba 
look?
-After decades of turbulent 
relations, Cuba and the U.S. 
seem to be making progress in 
mending ties. What does this 
mean for U.S.-Cuba relations 
in terms of economy, social and 
cultural aspects? We also need 
to remember how this affects 
Russian and Cuban ties.
If you are interested in 




President O b a m a  seeks diplomatic ties with C u b a
The administration is moving forward with plans this week to send a delegation to Cuba to begin negotiations
Andrew Gomez-Seoane
W orld Co-Editor
With the surprise 
announcement to end the 
55-year embargo with the 
Castro regime, the Obama 
administration plans to proceed 
on forging diplomatic ties with 
Cuba this week. The president 
announced last month that the 
United States would potentially 
be opening an embassy 
regardless of whether the nation 
will stay on the list of state 
sponsors of terrorism.
A senior State Department 
official made clear on Monday 
that the status of the terror 
listing would have no impact 
what-so-ever on the diplomatic 
push. Secretary of State John 
Kerry has begun a six-month 
review of Cuba’s terror sponsor 
designation.
Meanwhile, U.S. officials 
head to Havana this week to 
start talks on normalizing ties. 
Havana did spark renewed 
concerns after re-arresting, and 
then releasing, some of them.
This approach by the White 
House opens the possibility of 
the U.S. normalizing relations 
with a country on the list of 
state sponsors of terrorism. This 
would put it on a list with Syria, 
Sudan and Iran, with which the
U.S. does not have diplomatic 
ties.
The Obama administration 
tried to re-engage with Syria 
during the president’s first 
term. This was placed on 
suspension after the Syrian Civil 
War in 2012, with the Czech 
Republic government acting as a 
mediator. The U.S. does have an 
embassy in Sudan, though there 
currently is no ambassador.
The same senior State 
Department official said Monday 
that the team reviewing Cuba’s 
state-sponsored status expects 
to have a decision in the coming 
months. The official explained 
that even if the nation remains 
on the list, it will not deter the 
Obama administration from 
proceeding with the president’s 
diplomatic plans.
The U.S. wants American 
diplomats to have accreditation 
in Cuba and face no travel 
restrictions. They also want no 
limits on the number of U.S. 
diplomats in the country, as well 
as unrestricted shipments and 
free access for Cubans to the 
diplomatic mission.
U.S. Assistant Secretary of 
State for Western Hemisphere 
Affairs Roberta Jacobson will 
meet Cuban activists and civil 
society representatives on 
the Island this week, as she
T H E  TIES THA T  BIND—  A pair of Cuban and U.S. flags wave from the balcony of the Hotel 
Saratoga where a U.S. congressional delegation is staying in Havana, Cuba this week.
seeks to negotiate the terms of 
reestablishing diplomatic ties.
Her visit will coincide with 
an English-Spanish news 
conference, to be held at the 
residence of the chief of mission 
of the U.S. Interests Section.
The U.S. and Cuba have not 
had diplomatic relations since 
1961, shortly after Fidel Castro 
initiated a military coup against 
the Cuban leader Fulgencio 
Batista. The interests sections
were established in the late 1970s 
by the Carter administration to 
boost cooperation between the 
two nations, but never advanced 
that detente. In the years since, 
both governments have pushed 
for restrictions on the activity of 
each other’s diplomats in their 
countries.
But the changes have come 
quickly since the December 
announcement of a prisoner 
exchange between the U.S.
and Cuba. In recent weeks, 
the Obama Administration 
has significantly eased travel 
and trade rules with the island 
nation.
Despite opposition by 
the majority of Republican 
lawmakers, a U.S. congressional 
delegation was in Havana 
Monday to assist in the process. 
Vermont Senator Patrick Leahy, 
a key appropriator of funds for 
U.S. foreign operations, led the
N e w  photos raise questions about rally
Supporters of the march for the slain “Charlie H e b d o ” reporters :laim world eaders were tept isolated From the rest of the crowds.
Idil Ozer
Columnist
Many ,’^supporters of free 
speech from around the world 
have adopted the slogan “Je Suis 
Charlie” after the shooting that 
targeted employees of “Charlie 
Hebdo." The attack on the French 
parody newspaper resulted in 
the death of 12 people on Jan. 
7, 2015. Considered one of the 
most shocking terrorist attacks 
on European soil by radical 
Jihadists.
The newspaper “Charlie 
Hebdo” attracted attention for 
its controversial depictions of 
the Islamic prophet Muhammad 
in the midst of recent executions 
of journalists performed by the 
Islamic State.
Previously the same 
newspapers headquarters were 
fire bombed in 2011 after naming 
the Prophet Muhammed as its
*
P hoto Courtesy of Associated Press
A  M A R C H  F O R  SOLIDARITY F O R  F R E E D O M  O F  T H E  P R E S S -  Prime Minister David 
Cameron Joins other world leaders at the start of the defiant march In through Paris, France, 
In the wake of the terror attacks. Families of the victims were among at least one million 
people who descended on the city from all over the world to show their solidarity with Parisians 
mourning the deaths of the 17 people killed In last weeks atrocities.
“editor-in-chief” for the week’s 
issue. It had announced the 
publication would be renamed 
“Sharia Hebdo" for their latest 
edition.
Ironically, under the name 
of “protest against terrorism in 
Paris,” many leaders marched 
together to show their support. 
While many had praised the 
images of Israeli Prime Minister 
Binyamin Netanyahu and 
Palestinian President Mahmoud 
Abbas marching together on
the streets of Paris, it brought 
into question whether the walk 
was even sincere or not. Among 
more than 30 countries that 
were represented, at least 5 of 
them are red marked by the 
World Press Freedom index.
Among one of the worst 
offenders, the Palestinian
Authority, represented by
president Mahmoud Abbas, is 
ranked 138; Jordan, represented 
by Kind Abdullah 2, is ranked 
141; Russia, represented by
foreign minister Sergei Lavrov is 
ranked 148; Turkey, represented 
by prime minister Ahmet 
Davutoglu is ranked 154 and 
finally Bahrain, represented by 
multiple authorities, is ranked 
163.
leaders was conducted in an 
empty street with guards around 
them. Many criticized the act 
with being pseudo- solidarity, 
while some defended the leaders 
with assuming that the measures 
were taken for security reasons.
The march almost seemed 
not to be as intense as it was 
hoped for. President Obama 
was not in the rally, which has 
raised criticism regarding his 
support for U.S. allies during the 
ongoing war on terror. Members 
of Congress recently questioned 
his strategy on dealing with 
radical elements in Islam and 
pointed to his absence as further 
evidnece of a failed policy.
However, it has been 
speculated that such a high- 
profile visit would not have been 
possible due to security issues. 
Regardless, it was a huge let 
down for people who see United 
States as the promoters of free 
speech and human rights.
“Hypocritical world leaders 
showing up in Paris does not 
in any way reduce the sincerity 
of the millions who marched 
for #jesuischarlie," said student 
Axel Fougner on Twitter.
ou are interested 
writing for this section,
email:Interestingly enough, many media tools displayed the walk
as their local leaders were at the UndfBWmgOtnCZSCO^
rallies in Paris; therefore, it is no 
coincidence that all the photos 
of the marching were close ups. 
“Charlie Hebdo” marching for
hope.edu
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A  guide to understanding “The Librarians”




Photo Courtesy of borg.com
T H E  LIBRARIANS” C O N T I N U E S  L E G A C Y —  The cast of the new original TNT series “The 
Librarians” brings new life to the legend of the Library.
Amber Lee Carnahan
Arts Co-Editor
The belief that “the pen is 
mightier than the sword” is es­
pecially true in TNT’s new hit 
show “The Librarians” in which 
the world's fate is in the hands 
of three unique geniuses whose 
minds are their greatest weapon. 
Chosen by a mysterious man, 
who calls himself the "Librari­
an,” to become a part of the Met­
ropolitan Public Library, these 
three unique individuals must 
help stop magic from being re­
leased into the world.
“The Librarians” aired on 
Sunday, Dec. 7 and featured 
two new episodes in a row, “The 
Crown of King Ajthur” and "The 
Sword in the Stone” Accord­
ing to TVline, “The Librarians” 
quickly rose to the title of cable’s 
most-watched series launch, 
with a total of 5.4 million view­
ers. Including the encore epi­
sode, it accumulated 7.3 million 
viewers in total. However, the 
story of “The Librarians” was 
born in 2004.
The TV series is a continua­
tion of an original TNT movie 
trilogy, “The Librarian.” Noah 
Wylie starred as genius, but so­
cially awkward, Flynn Carson, 
who had been spending his life 
in school to avoid facing the real 
world. When forced to leave col­
degrees, Flynn is invited to in­
terview for a position as a librar­
ian at the Metropolitan Public 
Library. What he thinks is just a 
simple part-time job ends up be­
ing a lifetime commitment, as he 
takes on the solitary role of the 
Librarian.
The Library, which has been 
around for centuries, houses 
more than just old books. It is 
actually a storage house for a 
range of magical and historical 
artifacts, which are protected 
from the outside world and from 
those who would want to use the 
artifacts for evil.
In the series premiere, Flynn 
returns to the screen when he 
discovers potential Librarians 
are being targeted and killed. In 
an attempt to discover why they 
are being hunted down, the Li­
brarian races to save the last sur­
viving potential Librarians with 
the help of his new guardian, Eve 
Baird.
The last surviving poten­
tial Librarians are Cassandra 
Cillian, Jake Stone and Eze­
kiel Jones, portrayed by Lindy 
Booth, Christian Kane and John 
Kim, respectively. Cassandra 
Cillian is a genius mathemati­
cian. Jake Stone is an art expert. 
Ezekiel Jones is the outlier of the 
group, a master thief. Eve Baird, 
who was previously a counter­
terrorism agent, joins the new 
team of Librarians to keep them 
safe while helping them in their 
new mission, which is to retrieve 
a large number of dangerous ar­
tifacts that were stolen from the 
Library.
One fear of original fans 
was that the new series would 
fall short of the original movies 
since it was clearly advertised 
that Wylie would not be the 
main character of “The Librar­
ians.” However, the new charac­
ters that were introduced have 
unique and interesting back­
grounds. Additionally, the per­
sonal conflicts of each character 
help to give their development 
more depth and life. Cassandra’s 
conflict is the tumor in her brain, 
which causes her to have senso­
ry hallucinations. Jake struggles 
with trusting others. Ezekiel, 
similarly, is used to only trusting 
himself, and must attempt to be 
more of a team player.
“The Librarians” has some­
thing to offer to everyone. Pri­
marily, “The Librarians” would 
be considered to be in a fantasy 
genre. However, the show is also
filled with action and adventure, 
featuring dramatic races for ar­
tifacts, sword fights, and near- 
death experiences.
“The Librarians” is a multi- 
genred, well-developed series 
that has been continually grow­
ing with each episode. It isn’t 
too late to become part of the 
Library and watch its somewhat 
off-the-wall heroes save the 
world. “The Librarians” airs on 
TNT every Sunday at 8 p.m. If 
you need to catch up on missed 
episodes, full episodes can be 
found online at tnt.tv.Love and drugs: Saunders’ “Sensations”
Amanda Littleton
Arts Co-Editor
Your crush walks into the 
room. Heat immediately rushes 
to your face and your stomach 
does somersaults. Your hands 
are clammy, and you get even 
more nervous considering that 
the love of your life might hold 
it. You manage to shrug out a 
smile and say “helloooo” but 
walk away shaking your head 
in embarrassment. Hello? ‘Sup’ 
would have been so much cool­
er.
The beginnings of a relation­
ship are based on feelings like 
this - moments of nervousness
that words cannot completely 
describe. But what happens in 
this relationship ten years later, 
when the butterflies have folded 
their wings and date nights are 
spent on the couch? According 
to Bryan Lewis Saunders and his 
girlfriend, Nicole Bailey, a ten 
year relationship is nothing less 
than sensational.
Saunders is a 46-year-old 
artist famous for his collection 
of over 8,600 self-portraits. On 
March 30, 1995, Saunders dedi­
cated part of his career to de­
picting the way the world influ­
ences the self, rather than how 
the self can influence the world, 
by drawing one portrait a day.
One of his most famous collec­
tions, “Self-Portraits Under the 
Influence,” was completed while 
the artist took a different drug 
each day.
However, “Self-Portraits Un­
der the Influence” is only a small 
portion of Saunders’ portfolio. 
His newest collection, “Sensa­
tions,” is an abstract version of 
Kama-sutra intended to show 
the intimacies he and his girl­
friend experience “in the mo­
ment” together.
Saunders' and Bailey’s art­
work will be on display Feb. 6 
through March 1 at Catalyst 
Projects in Washington, D.C.
The collection is already re­
ceiving international attention 
before its opening. Saunders 
was recently interviewed by Ag­
nes Giard, a French journalist 
for Liberation, and explained his 
unique approaches to artwork.
“There are invisible spaces 
around us, called zones of psy­
chological comfort. I tried to 
represent them and to show two 
areas of psychological comfort 
that fuse together when people 
embrace, for example.”
Almost all of Saunders’ art­
work is based on these zones of 
psychological comfort. Besides 
working under the influence of 
drugs, Saunders has used other 
unconventional means of evok­
ing creativity.
“The Third Ear Experiment” 
is one example. For 28 days, 
Saunders blocked off both of his 
ears with wax to understand the 
intricacies of sound. According 
to an interview from Huffington 
Post, he attempted to “reroute 
the way in which sound entered 
[his] body” by connecting a cop­
per funnel to his mouth. “I could 
hear through my bones, both 
sides of my ear drums and my 
Eustachian tubes,” he said.
Likewise, “Sensations” was 
created to communicate the way 
Saunders and Bailey experience 
their senses. For more, visit bry- 
anlewissaunders.org.Gungor concert: impressive start of spring semester
Hope Hancock
Copy Editor
Gungor kicked off the spring 
semester and closed SAC’s 
Welcome Week at a concert in 
Dimnent Chapel on Saturday, 
Jan. 10. Performing with The 
Brilliance and the Hope College 
Chapel Band, Gungor provided 
a wide array of musjc from im­
promptu Disffey classics to cre­
atively auto-tuned originals.
Accompanied by the Cha­
pel String Quartet and a choir 
consisting of the Chapel Band, 
The Brilliance opgtied the show 
with a set that followed a theme 
of moving from dark to light. 
The band combined classical 
piano with rock beats to create
a unique, chill sound.
Elly Vander Zouwen (015) 
was one of the Chapel Band 
members who had the chance to 
sing in the backup choir. “The 
Brilliance's music was simply 
amazing. It felt like we had the 
best seats in Dimnent because 
we were right next to them. The 
energy was impeccable and the 
combination of the lyrics and 
music made for a very powerful 
performance,” she said.
The Brilliance started out in 
Grand Rapids and lead singer, 
Robert Gungor, said that he has 
always enjoyed coming to Hol­
land. With only two albums 
out, The Brilliance is not a well- 
known band, but the crowd 
seemed impressed by their mu­
sicianship and skill.
Students waited in great an­
ticipation as Gungor took the 
stage. As the first chord rang 
out, students rushed to the front 
of the Dimnent stage to engage 
in the most intimate possible ex­
perience. Gungor opened with 
the title track of their newest al­
bum, “I A m  Mountain.”
As the band continued to 
play, a side of Gungor unknown 
to audience members who had 
never seen them live came out. 
Funk beats and some serious 
shredding came from lead sing­
er and guitarist Michael Gungor, 
creating a contrasting sound to 
the synthesized melodies fea­
tured on Gungor’s albums.
“I was surprised by their mu­
sicianship. From their music 
that I've listened to on Spotify 
and Pandora, I wasn't expect­
ing that level of musicianship 
by them ... Towards the end, the 
concert became more ‘showy’ in 
a sense which wasn't something 
that I was expecting from them. 
That was a little disappointing, 
but it didn't break the concert 
for me. I still enjoyed it a lot,” 
Tori Henry (015), who listed 
Gungor as one of her top-two 
favorite bands, said.
The band held the audience's 
attention with witty jokes and 
unplanned additions to the set, 
like Lisa Gungor's rendition of 
“Under The Sea.”
Gungor ended the concert 
after an encore with a beautiful
cover of Leonard Cohen’s “Hal­
lelujah.” However, the show 
was not over yet. Due to de­
layed flights, SAC had to cancel 
a question-and-answer session 
with The Brilliance and Gungor 
earlier in the day. To make up 
for it, Michael and Lisa Gungor 
stayed after the concert for a 25 
minute Q & A  with the audience.
After the concert, The Bril­
liance headed out to travel over­
night for a concert in Mount 
Pleasant, M L  The Chapel String 
Quartet went with them and 
performed in a worship service 
and concert the following day.
The audience departed Dim­
nent with positive comments, 
excited that a band with the cali­
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Thoughts of a single m a n
Couples in their unnatural habitat
Austin Elluru 
Columnist 
I would like to imagine af­
ter all my time on this earth 
that I have acquired a fair bit of 
knowledge'of the many special 
intricacies in the relationships 
of couples. And most, if not all, 
of these niceties drive me to the 
point of insanity. It’s not that I 
believe that said relationships 
are in any way a nuisance, only 
the way the couples in them 
tend to flaunt their “love” for 
the entire world to see. This 
goes far beyond the simple 
hand holding and/or small 
peck on the cheek. There are 
habits that really just drive me 
up the wall. So here is a list of 
things that couples sometimes 
do that annoy me.
!♦ Extended periods of un­
interrupted eye contact. This 
not only makes everyone else 
feel awkward, but it also can 
be incredibly dangerous since
it draws attention away from 
one’s surroundings.
2. Rubbing their noses to­
gether. Given that relatively few 
practice this act in public, the 
few who do have given a new 
meaning to the term nauseat­
ing while also creating a public 
health concern.
3. Playing footsies. This is 
usually between couples that 
think they are being secretive 
but actually are not, since they 
keep on accidently hitting my 
shin instead.
4. Giving each other adorable 
pet names and/or trying to talk 
to each other in fashionably 
cute voices. Just don’t.
5. Talking about their future 
together. This one actually 
doesn’t pertain to just couples, 
but to anyone who makes me 
think about my future.
While I’m  not discouraging 
couples from doing any of these 
things, I just ask that couples 
refrain from acting so while in 
public eye. Just do them any­
where else... please*
*By the way my name is Aus­
tin Elluru and I’m  still single
Editor’s ChoicePho to of the w e e k ' - VY.-vi-,T  - .
Photo by H ope Hancock
N A V Y  PIER O N  T H E  F O U R T H  O F  JULY—  This photo Is of Chicago’s historic 
Navy Pier. There’s nothing quite as beautiful as Illuminated architecture, and 
that’s exactly what w e ’re looking at here. Reflections of lights on water Is 
admittedly the easiest w a y  to get tons of likes on Instagram, but this picture 
transcends that cliche masterfully. Personally, I’m  terrified of ferris wheels 
because of h o w  high they take you, but I’d be hard-pressed to find a better 
reason to start re-thlnklng that fear.
Gitmo leadership and a world of chaos
Andrew Gomez-Seoane
World Co-Editor
In January of 2009 President 
Obama made a promise to close 
the military prison at Guanta­
namo Bay by the end of his first 
term. Well into the seventh year 
of his presidency, the Obama 
administration has found it ex­
tremely difficult to find homes 
for the dozens of hard-core ter­
rorists that remain behind bars.
Meanwhile, the president 
pressed ahead last Thursday 
with the release of 5 more pris­
oners bringing the total popula­
tion at Gitmo to less than 122. 
These Yemeni terror suspects 
have been held for more than a 
dozen years, but with the high 
presence of A1 Qaeda in the un­
stable Arabian Peninsula, the 
Yemeni government is no posi-
- - - -  4NCH0R
tion to take custody at this time. 
This itself highlights the danger­
ous game that the administra­
tion is playing while our allies 
in Europe battle against home­
grown jihad.
In most cases, as these pris­
oners are released it has become 
increasingly difficult to find na­
tions willing to take these indi­
viduals. While most countries 
refuse to accept them, those that 
do will often find that many of 
these former detainees will in­
evitably find themselves back 
on the battlefield. It is estimated 
that 30 percent of these Guan­
tanamo detainees do in fact be­
come integrated into terrorist 
groups once they are released. 
This poses a grave threat to our 
national security, as we know 
from previous prisoner releases 
during the Bush administration 
that would become the leaders 
of groups such as ISIS.
One has to wonder if the 
president is so set on closing 
the Gitmo detention facility as 
well as the military base that he 
would overlook potential threats 
as an acceptable risk. However, 
the fact remains that more than
60 of those Gitmo detainees are 
known to be the most dangerous 
elements of the war on terror 
captured on the battlefield. This 
makes them nearly impossible 
to extradite to any country that 
would assume the risk of releas­
ing another Osama Bin Laden. 
The president clearly knows that 
U.S lawmakers and the public in 
general would not accept their 
extradition to federal prisons in 
their home states.
This leaves President Obama 
with few choices, even as the 
Republican Congress takes mea­
sures to ban any transfers to for­
eign countries if the prisoners 
have known links to terrorism. 
However, it has been suggested 
before that as president has 
violated the mandatory 30 day 
notification for releasing such 
detainees to Congress, he may 
well proceed with extradition of 
the remaining prisoners to the 
United States.
As we enter the 14th year of 
the War on Terror, the world is 
more unstable than ever. With 
the rise of independent terror 
networks and militant Islamic 
jihadists located in every ma-
—  2015 Spring Semester Staff --
jor Western nation across the 
globe. Now is not the proper 
time to be winding down our 
military operations. The goal of 
any effective military campaign 
is to seek the most efficient use 
of resources and intelligence 
gathering. Stopping the terror­
ists from striking and immobi­
lizing their efforts to build new 





ing and i m m o bi ­
lizing their efforts 
to build n e w  terror 
networks should 
be our highest 
priority
But individuals like the presi­
dent and his administration offi­
cials will let rigid ideology cloud 
their judgment. This leads inevi­
tably to a false sense of security 
and lack of will to fight for the
best outcome. In recent days 
criticism against the Obama ad­
ministration has been directed 
to their refusal to acknowledge 
that radical Islam is to blame for 
these tragic and horrific killings. 
While it’s a safe bet that every­
one understands that we are not 
at war with Islam, it would be 
foolish to let politics distort the 
reality of what’s happening with 
these attacks. Islamic countries 
must be held accountable for 
this rise in radical Islamic ide­
ology. If the president does not 
wish to steer this debate, then 
we may never win this war or 
live without a constant state of 
fear. The West needs a bold lead­
er; we may just have to wait two 
more years until that comes to 
pass. In the meantime, let’s hope 
that the next terror attack won’t 
come anytime soon.
current events and anything 
that catches his eye. If you 
have questions over his ar­
ticles and would like to send 
a letter response email him at 
andre w. gomezseoane@hope. 
edu.
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“Jihad”: a western misrepresentation of what is originally noble
Ohanes Khacherian
Columnist
While our struggle against 
he terror acts of ISIS continues, 
>eople in Western countries link 
t with the Islamic term “jihad” 
more and more. An article on 
he C N N  website titled, “Why 
Axe So Many Young French 
People Turning to jihad?” refers 
to people joining ISIS as “jihad- 
sts”. Another article titled ‘“For­
eign Legion’ in Iraq and Syria 
May Bring Jihad to West” refers 
to jihad in the same way. Those 
articles, along with many more 
news articles and opinions that 
were born in the West since 
9/11, have used the word jihad 
to point to Muslims as terrorists 
and savages. However, that is a 
aig cultural and religious misun- 
erstanding of the word.
As a citizen of Jordan, an Is- 
amic monarchy lead, governed 
and ruled by a direct descendant 
of the Islamic prophet Muham­
mad himself, I have been taught 
n my school many times over 
about what it means to “jihad.” 
[fihad is an important part of 
Muslim life indeed. However,
it's not meant to kill people on 
the streets nor behead British 
journalists. There are two literal 
meanings of “jihad” according to 
the official Arabic dictionary “A1 
Waseet” The first means fight­
ing to defend your country and 
religion, and the other means 
struggle.
If we regard the first meaning 
of “jihad” in a global context, we 
will find many examples from 
around the world that apply to 
it, such as most of the countries 
who fought in the world wars, 
the Americans with their quest 
for independence and even the 
Palestinians in their struggle to 
keep their land. However, such 
phrases have been used by ex­
tremists for their own purposes 
and disagreements with religion. 
Such an idea is not strange from 
the European countries. The 
Thirty Years’ War is an extreme 
use of the meaning of "jihad,” in 
which the origin of the war was 
fighting to protect religion and 
country. Also, the Japanese Ka­
mikaze had taken the protection 
of their country to the extreme. 
They took it to a level that the 
pilots were willing to die with 
honor to protect their country 
versus allowing their country’s 
defeat.
The second meaning of “ji­
had," struggle, translates to 
many daily life implications in 
the Muslim world: having a diffi­
cult job providing for your fam-




Photo Courtesy of Q uorri Scharmyn
DEFINING C U L T U R A L  S T E R O T Y P E S —  The “#IVIyJlhad” campaign takes every day people 
to explain the use of the word jihad In one of It’s original definitions: struggle. ILg 193
ily, struggling to make the right 
moral choices and even facing a 
very difficult homework assign­
ment. Religiously, the struggle 
for God is very respected and 
highly encouraged. For example, 
during the month of Ramadan, 
Muslims don’t eat or drink from 
sunrise to sunset, as well as do­
nate, help the poor and those 
in need. However, some people 
take this meaning of “jihad" to 
the extreme as well. Groups like 
ISIS have been using this word as 
an excuse for their actions, as it 
is doing a favor for God by mak­
ing more people Muslim. Nihad 
Awad, executive director of the 
Council of American-Islamic 
Relations, said as a reply to ISIS 
interpretation: “It is forbidden in 
Islam to torture... It is forbidden
in Islam to attribute evil acts for 
God ... It is forbidden in Islam 
to declare people non-Muslims 
until he (or she) openly declares 
disbelief."
One big factor that plays a 
role in understanding those 
meanings is cultural intelligence 
a person’s capability to function 
effectively in situations char­
acterized by cultural diversity. 
With the process of globaliza­
tion, it has become important 
to understand the differences 
in meanings across cultures. In 
this case, awareness about the 
Arabic culture would help to 
avoid misinterpretations and 
premature judgments toward 
groups and representatives. For 
example, in the United States, I 
have encountered people treat­
ing the word “Allah” as a differ­
ent divine entity in which Mus­
lims pray for. If they had been to 
an Arabic country, they would 
have realized that Christians 
also use the word “Allah”. I per­
sonally attended masses in many 
Christian denominations in Jor­
dan, such as Catholic, Greek Or­
thodox, Evangelical and Coptic 
churches, in which they used the 
word “Allah” in their prayers to 
refer to God. “Allah" is just an­
other word for God.
The media has to take into 
account the origin of words that 
are used by different cultures 
and use the proper term for the 
actions of the terrorists. ISIS is 
a terrorist group with their own 
propaganda, framing Islam as an 
excuse for their actions.
My 2014 Game of The Year PREVENT
Jimmy Champane
Editor-In-Chief
Seeing as the field I’d like 
to enter after I graduate from 
Hope College is that of Games 
Journalism, one could imagine 
that I played a lot of games in 
2014. Usually when I think back 
on the previous year and try to 
pick just one game as my game 
of the year, it’s too hard. There’s 
just too many amazing games to 
pick only one. This year, though, 
I have a clear-cut winner: “Shov­
el Knight.”
“Shovel Knight” is a Kick- 
starter darling from Yacht Club 
Games that made way more 
money than it was originally 
asking for. It’s basically an Ac- 
tion-RPG with light Role Play­
ing and Platforming mechanics 
thrown in for good measure.
What sets “Shovel Knight” 
apart from the thousands of oth­
er retro-styled games that come 
out each year is that it has mod­
ern concessions that just make 
sense.
First, the checkpoint system 
is ripped straight out of “Dark 
Souls.” When you die, you drop 
a little bit of cash, and if you 
don't make it back to said cash 
from the checkpoint, it’s gone. If 
you want things to be even more 
difficult, you can actually break 
the checkpoints themselves for 
more money. It’s a really smart 
risk-reward system that makes 
replaying the same level again 
fun.
Second, “Shovel Knight” con­
trols like a dream. Even with the 
garbage D-Pad on the Nintendo 
3DS XL system, I was able to get 
the little knight to do exactly 
what I wanted with minimal dif­
ficulty. If you’ve played a “Me­
gaman” game before, you know 
what I’m  talking about.
Finally, “Shovel Knight’s” 
sprite-based art is just plain fun 
to look at. It’s as close to a per­
fect game as I've ever played, 
and will be for years to come.
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Want to get your name in print?
The Anchor is always looking for interested 
students to get involved. W e  always need 
mor e writers, photographers, cartoonists, 
graphic designers, letters to the editor, etc. 
Whatever w a y  you want to get involved, w e  
would love to have you!
W e  m e e t  Sundays at 6 p.m. in our office in
Martha Miller. W e  brainstorm story ideas
for the upcoming issue, and students are
always w e l c o m e  to join! C o m e  check out the
opportunities to get your n a m e  in print.
W e  want to hear your voice. Get involved!
Calvin edges Hope in last seconds
Nicole Metzler
Sports Co-editor
Calvin College defeated Hope 
College by narrow margins last 
Saturday. The Dutch dropped 
their lead within the final three 
seconds of the game to end the 
scoring at 74-76.
2,570 people were in atten­
dance at DeVos Fieldhouse to 
watch the two rivals battle it out 
for the win. The Hope/Calvin 
all-time series is now at 67-44 in 
favor of the Knights. Calvin re­
mains undefeated on the season 
and holds on to their first place 
standings in the MIAA confer­
ence.
Calvin dominated play in the 
first half, although it did not 
start that way. Maura McAfee 
(T6) made a three point jump- 
shot to start the game off on the 
right foot for the home team. 
Rebekah Llorens (’15) made a la­
yup soon after to take the score 
to 5-0. Another three-point shot 
from Brittany Berry (’15) gave 
the Dutch a solid eight-point 
lead before the Knights could 
touch the scoreboard.
Hope would not see the lead­
ing side of the game again until 
the clock read 10:18. McAfee 
made a layup to take the edge 
22-20. It would be the last time 
the Dutch were on top for the 
rest of the half. By the end of the 
buzzer, Hope was looking at a 
39-29 deficit.
Hope came back in the sec­
ond half, ready to take down 
their rivals. The team started the 
half much like the first and took 
the first seven points, narrowing 
the score within three points. 
Even with the momentum, 
Hope struggled to push Calvin
off their perch.
A foul by Calvin’s Kally 
Verkaik in the last four minutes 
of play gave Berry the chance to 
turn their 66-66 score in favor of 
the Dutch. Her first free throw 
was successful, but she missed 
the second. Autumn Anderson 
(16) ran into the same situation 
not long after, being fouled on 
and making one of her two free 
throws.
The two teams stayed neck- 
and-neck until the very end of 
the game. With only nine sec­
onds left on the clock, Hope was 
down 71-73. Berry leveled the 
score with a layup. After being 
fouled on right after, she made 
her free throw, taking the Dutch 
one point over Calvin with four 
seconds remaining.
Two seconds later, Calvin’s 
Hannah Acre imitated Berry to 
give her side the one point lead. 
A foul by Mandy Traversa (’17) 
allowed Calvin to take their lead 
to two. Hope put in the effort in 
those last two seconds, but they 
could not produce a turnaround.
McAfee led the Dutch with 
a game high of 19 points. Llo­
rens made 15, while Traversa 
knocked in 14. Berry and Han­
nah Doell (’15) recorded the 
most assists for Hope at five 
each.
This was Calvin’s first win at 
DeVos Fieldhouse since Jan. 13, 
2007. The Knights lead the all- 
time series at 67-44.
Hope will have the oppor­
tunity to turn the tables when 
they play Calvin again on Feb. 
18. Their next game is Jan. 21 
against Trine af 8 p.m. in DeVos 
Fieldhouse as part of the orange- 
out double header event.
- _ 1
Rivalry W r n s
B O L D  F A C E  LEAD-IN—  Kamara Sudberry (’15) and Autumn 
Anderson (’16) pace Hope's offense on Saturday afternoon.
rts update: January 2015
Women’s Basketball 
The women’s basketball team 
is currently 14-2 overall and 6-1 
in MIAA Conference play. This 
impressive record has led the 
Flying Dutch tq be ranked tenth
campaign. They are 9-6 over­
all and 2-2 in conference play. 
Luckily, there are ten conference 
games left, so many opportuni­
ties are still ahead for the Dutch­
men. Brock Benson (’16) is av-
rently 16-2-3 this season, with 
many potential games left in 
their schedule. Over the years, 
hockey has consistently made a 
presence on the national stage in 
the A C H A  Division III National
onship meet left the team looks 
to finish off the year strong. The 
women’s team has won all four 
of their MIAA duals with hopes 
of topping Calvin this coming 
weekend. The Flying Dutch look
nine conference games remain­
ing for Hope, there is plenty of 
opportunities to climb in the 
national rankings and hopefully 
get payback against Calvin.
Men’s Basketball 
The Flying Dutchmen men’s 
basketball team is off to a rather 
slow start in their 2014-2015
12’3. Both of these players are 
offensive catalysts for Hope. 
Benson also leaves the Dutch­
men in rebounds per game with 
6.3 and Harrison Bjackledge
are the leading scorers for the their first title in over a decade. 
Dutchmen with 28 points each.
DeVos 10th Anniversary
Swimming and Diving On Wednesday night, Hope
The men’s swim team has College will celebrate the 10th
. ;
(’17) has the next highest per won three of their four MIAA anniversary of the DeVos Field-
game with 5.3. dual meets, and the Michigan- house with a basketball dou-
Illinois quad for the first time bleheader. Both the men’s and
Hockey since 2012. With one dual with women's teams will look for vic-
Hope’s hockey team is cur- Calvin, and the league champi- tories.
T his W eek In  Sports
Wednesday Jan. 21
Men’s Basketball
vs. Alma at 6 p.m.
Women’s Basketball
vs. Trine at 8 p.m.
Saturday Jan. 24
Hockey
vs. Aquinas at TBA 
at the Edge Ice Arena
In  B rief
HOCKEY ACQUIRES THREE WINS IN A WEEK
Over the past week, the 
hockey team obtained three 
huge wins against two differ­
ent opponents. On Jan. 15, the 
team took down Colorado State 
4-1. The long journey proved 
too much for Colorado State as 
the Flying Dutchmen rolled past 
with a swift offensive attack. 
Ryan Restum (T6) netted a pair 
of goals in the win. Additionally, 
Drew O ’Brien (’15) and Evan Fall 
(T8) scored one goal a piece.
On Jan. 16, the Hope’s po­
tent offense struck once again as 
the Dutchmen routed the Lak­
ers of Grand Valley State . Six 
goals were scored, which was 
backed up by a stellar defensive 
effort. Goalie Eric Lipon (’16) 
racked up a total of 35 saves, 
a major factor in the 6-0 win.
The following day, the Dutch­
men defeated the Lakers once 
again, this time with late third- 
period heroics. Hope was knot­
ted up with the Lakers for much 
of the game, but Rob Calvert 
(T5) put the Dutchmen ahead 
early in the third quarter. Hope 
went on to eventually win 5-3.





Jean-Luc Miralda (’17) 
Diver
KIRBY CROOK RECEIVES M0RLEY FRASER AWARD
Back in December, Hope 
foofbalL player Kirby Crook 
(l^wonThe 2014 NCAA Divi- 
sion HI Morlcy Fraser Jvard for 
the state of Michigan. T|e award 
is given To a player thatidemon- 
strates academic achievement, 
football ability and leadership.
The award was presented 
at. an N C A A  Football ban­
quet in Dearborn. Last year, 
another Hope football play­
er, Mike Atwell (T3), was the 
winner of the coveted award.
The Morley Fraser Award 
is named in honor of the late 
Morley Fraser, who was a long­
time football coach at Albion 
and an advocate for the MIAA.
Earlier December, Crook 
was selected as one of 25 mem­
bers of the Division III Capital 
One Academic All-America 
First Team, selected by the Col­
lege Sports Information Di­
rectors of America (CoSIDA).




This past weekend featured 
a double header meet for both 
the men’s and women’s swim­
ming and diving. A home dual 
with MIAA competitor Albion 
on Friday night, followed by the 
Michigan-Illinois quad meet 
at Wheaton College. The quad 
meet featured competition from 
MIAA rival Kalamazoo College 
a&^ Well as Wheaton and Lake
Forest.
Both teams handled Albion 
on Friday night; the men with 
a score of 183.5-114.5 and the 
women 165-101. The men cel­
ebrated senior night and sent 
them out with a bang, taking 
home the gold in ten of twelve 
events. Duncan MacLean (’16) 
won both distance events, the 
1,000 and 500 freestyle in an ex­
citing race with Albion’s Blake 
Blaire. Fellow Jeff Zita (’16) took 
the 200 and 100 breastroke. The 
class of 2016 continued to domi­
nate with Trevor Billinghurst 
(’16) taking the splash-and-dash 
50 freestyle and Nathan Rommel
(16) winning the 100 butterfly.
The men’s divers stole the
show and swept 1-2-3 in both 
the one and three meter diving 
events. Led by Jean-Luc Miralda
(17) , freshmen duo Kevin Franz
(18) and Kyle Week (18) took 
the silver and bronze. Charlie 
Emmert (18) came out on top 
of the grueling 200 butterfly to 
round out Hope’s individual vic­
tories. The men closed out the 
meet in style winning the 400 
freestyle relay by a five second 
margi'fi. Billinghurst, Samuel 
Gallmeyer (16), Chris Waech- 
ter (15) and Ryan Johnson (17)
teamed up to take the W. As ex­
pected the tannest team certain­
ly took the cake in this match up.
The women found similar 
success against Albion on Fri­
day taking an impressive 13 wins 
home. The meet began with an 
electrifying race in the 200 med­
ley relay. Klare Northuis (16) 
and Jorgie Watson (16) orga­
nized with Natalie Vela (16) and 
Emily Weber (15) to beat out 
Albion’s relay team by just three-
tenths of a second. The meet 
continued in this fashion all day. 
Chloe Palajac (18) continued 
her breakout season, winning 
the 1,000 freestyle by nearly a 
minute, as well as the 500 free­
style. Lindsey Wiederhold (16) 
took the gold in a team-high 
three events, the 200 freestyle, 
the 100 butterfly and the 200 
individual medley, showing her 
versatility in all four regulated 
swimming strokes. Watson took 
her usual wins in the 100 and 
200 breastroke with no problem. 
While classmate Hannah Larson 
(16) took the 200 backstroke. 
Molly Meyer (17) continued 
Hope’s domination with wins 
in the 100 freestyle and its up­
side down counter-part the 100 
backstroke.
Diving was a strong point for 
both teams on Friday, akin to 
the men, Hope’s women divers 
Sarah Sheridan (’16), Stephanie 
Polet (16) and Erica Dunham 
(15) swept the one meter event. 
Sheridan took home the gold in 
the three meter board as well.
Both teams caught a short 
night of sleep then loaded up the 
bus to Illinois to face off in the 
quad meet. The mens team won 
the meet for the first time since
the 2011-2012 season, while the 
women finished runner up. Both 
teams defeated rival Kalamazoo 
handily.
The men’s win on Saturday 
was in stark contrast to their tri­
umph over Albion. Champion­
ship scoring highlighted Hope's 
depth rather than speed, the 
team took gold in just one event; 
the three-meter diving. Miralda 
took the event and finished sec­
ond in the one-meter board. 
MacLean and Grant Ludema
(15) took third and fifth place 
respectively in the endurance 
heavy 1,000 freestyle. Immedi­
ately following in the mid dis­
tance 200 freestyle Emmert and 
Waechter took third and sixth 
place. The 50 freestyle show­
cased Hope’s sprinting depth. 
Johnson, Billinghurst and An­
drew Mitchell (18) finished in 
the top heat placing fourth, fifth 
and eighth.
Hope bounced back, how­
ever, after the diving break when 
Emmert took a silver medal fin­
ish in the 200 fly. Billinghurst 
and Johnson returned to the 
money heat in the 100 freestyle 
taking third and fourth place. 
Hope's backstroke armada of 
Christian Ottoman (17), Sul­
livan, and Waecther showcased 
their talents in the 200 taking 
fourth, fifth, seventh and eighth 
earning huge points late in the 
meet for Hope. Zita took home 
one of Hope’s few medals of the 
day with a bronze finish in the 
200 breastroke, with a spectacu­
lar eleventh place finish by Mi­
chael Sail (16). The men finished 
the day off with a photo finish 
loss to rival Kalamazoo in the 
400 freestyle relay, losing by just 
one-tenth of a second.
The women finished runner 
up on Saturday to Illinois pow­
erhouse Wheaton College and 
took first place in four events. 
The meet began with a third 
place finish by the 400 medley 
relay team of Northuis, Watson, 
Palajac and Weber. Sheridan 
took both diving events, while 
Weiderhold took the 1,000 and 
500 freestyle, Ginny Cotterall
(16) additionally took fifth in 
both events.
Meyer furthered Hope’s 
cause by taking gold in the 200 
backstroke as well as fifth in the 
200 individual medley. Fellow 
underclassman phenomenon 
Palajac brought home a bronze 
medal in the 200 butterfly, and 
a fourth place finish in the 200 
freestyle. In the sprint events, 
Weber and Northuis took fifth in 
the 50 and 100 yard freestyle re­
spectively. Larsen took her first 
top five finish of the day with a 
fifth place in the 200 backstroke 
while W ’atson showed her skill 
taking fourth in the 200 breast­
roke. The women capped off the 
meet with a third place finish in 
the 400 freestyle relay.
Both teams will look to build 












Photo courtesy of H ope PR
C O U N T I N G  TILES —  Danny Sullivan (’17) races to the finish 
in the 200 backstroke against Albion at Kresge Natatorlum 
on Friday.
This w e e k  in 
sports photos
Photo courtesy of N icholas Byma
O F F E NSIVE A T T A C K —  Rob Calvert (’15) maneu­
vers towards an offender and takes a shot on goal.
Photo courtesy of M onica Dwyer
P A S T  T H E  D E F E N D E R —  Dante Hawkins (’18) 
drives the lane past an Albion defender on Wednes­
day night.
Photo courtesy of M onica D wyer
S K Y  HIGH—  Harrison Blackledge (’17) goes to the 
rim after a strong drive In the lane. Blackledge Is one 
of the key factors of Hope’s offensive attack.
